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The Florida Lawn Handbook
The Florida Gardener’s Handbook has more than 300 proven plants, including tropical
choices. Helpful icons highlight plant benefits and sun and shade requirements. Twelve
months of when-to advice for each plant category help Florida gardeners keep their gardens
growing. The authors address the challenges of Florida gardening with tropical and saltwater
gardening information and garden how-tos for planting, pruning, watering, and much more. Fullcolor images for each plant and helpful illustrations and charts make this an easy-to-use
resource for all Florida gardeners. This resource guide provides all the need-to-know
information for Florida gardeners from leading Florida gardening experts.

The New Organic Grower's Four-season Harvest
Expert gardening and horticulturist, Robert Bowden, has written an easy-to-use guide to fruit
and vegetable gardening in Florida. Full-color images illustrate the more than 25 citrus, fruits
and berries featured, plus more than 35 vegetable recommendations. Helpful icons, charts and
maps assist gardeners in planting the right edibles for where they live in Florida. Publisher's
Note: Due to the outbreak of citrus greening disease that has ravaged orange groves
throughout Florida, we recommend that you inquire with your local Cooperative Extension
Service agent to obtain recommendations on safe practices before choosing to add orange or
other citrus trees to your home orchard. Due to concern over the spread of this disease, we
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have replaced the image of a homegrown orange seen on previous editions of this book. Cool
Springs Press

Create Your Own Florida Food Forest
“Learn how to create an organic, edible garden and then make the most of the fruits (and
vegetables) of your labors” (Los Angeles Daily News). Barbara Damrosch and Eliot Coleman
are America’s foremost organic gardeners—and authorities. Barbara is the author of The
Garden Primer, and Eliot wrote the bible for organic gardening, The New Organic Grower.
Today they are the face of the locavore movement, working through their extraordinary Four
Season Farm in Maine. And now they’ve written the book on how to grow what you eat, and
cook what you grow. The Four Season Farm Gardener’s Cookbook is two books in one. It’s a
complete four-season cookbook with 120 recipes from Barbara, a master cook as well as
master gardener, who shows how to transform your fruits and vegetables into mouthwatering
dishes, from Stuffed Squash Blossom Fritters to Red Thai Curry with Fall Vegetables to
Hazelnut Torte with Summer Berries. And it’s a step-by-step garden guide that works no
matter how big or small your plot, with easy-to-follow instructions and plans for different
gardens. It covers size of the garden, nourishing the soil, planning ahead, and the importance
of rotating crops—yes, even in your backyard. And, at the core, individual instructions on the
crops, from the hardy and healthful cabbage family to fourteen essential culinary herbs. Eating
doesn’t get any more local than your own backyard. “Beautifully photographed and illustrated .
. . Provides a thorough and accessible discussion of how to grow food, what to grow, how to
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get the most from your garden and finally, how to make it all taste delicious.” —Minnesota State
Horticultural Society

The Four Season Farm Gardener's Cookbook
Gardeners from Key West to Lake Okeechobee and on up the coasts know that gardening
advice for the rest of the country just doesn't apply here. South Florida is unique, and The Art
of South Florida Gardening is uniquely intended for South Florida gardeners, who have
depended on the solid advice in this book since the first edition came out more than a decade
ago. Now it has been updated with more helpful facts, tips, and advice for the conservationconscious gardener of the 21st century, while maintaining the practical, easygoing attitude
South Florida gardeners have found so comforting over the years. This book still makes
gardening in South Florida inviting and fun, whether you are an old hand or have just moved
here and even if you have never before considered getting your hands dirty. Harold's warm,
wise voice is always encouraging and enthusiastic, and Coralee's lively engaging prose will
have you reading as much for pleasure as for its valuable information.

Florida Gardener's Handbook
Full-color plant photos and complete growing instructions for the native plants of Florida.
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A Gardener's Guide to Florida's Native Plants
North Carolina Extension Gardener Handbook
The Florida Gardener’s Handbook has more than 300 proven plants, including tropical
choices. Helpful icons highlight plant benefits and sun and shade requirements. Twelve
months of when-to advice for each plant category help Florida gardeners keep their gardens
growing. The authors address the challenges of Florida gardening with tropical and saltwater
gardening information and garden how-tos for planting, pruning, watering, and much more. Fullcolor images for each plant and helpful illustrations and charts make this an easy-to-use
resource for all Florida gardeners. This resource guide provides all the need-to-know
information for Florida gardeners from leading Florida gardening experts.

Easy Gardens for South Florida
If you've been fighting with your Florida garden, you're doing it wrong! Florida wants to be
covered in forest, not grass and annuals. Picture yourself strolling through a lush and tame
jungle loaded with sweet fruit, vegetables, roots, medicinal herbs, flowers and darting
butterflies. Now imagine that Eden is your very own Florida yard - it can be if you plant a food
forest! By creating an edible forest garden, you'll be working with nature instead of against her.
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No matter where you live in the state, you can transform a patch of grass or woods into a
magical edible Eden in just a few years. Discover the permaculture breakthrough that may one
day feed the world. Build soil, get plants for free and grow more food with less work! Learn how
in this booklet by expert Florida gardener David The Good.

Raised Bed Revolution
Your guide to all types of gardening in the Sunshine State. Written by beloved Florida
gardening expert Tom MacCubbin, Florida Month-by-Month Gardening is the perfect
companion book to our Florida Getting Started Garden Guide. Inside, MacCubbin presents a
foolproof monthly breakdown of exactly what you should plant in Florida's peninsular climate,
exactly when you should plant it for the best seasonal success, and exactly how to take care of
it. From annuals to vegetables, lawns, trees, and perennials, this book is as straightforward as
it gets: simply look up any given month and you'll find a complete gardening guide for every
plant category, with advice for planning, planting, care, watering, fertilizing, and overcoming
problems typically encountered by Florida gardeners during that time of year. Of course, like
our other gardening guides, Florida Month-by-Month Gardening is fully illustrated with
gorgeously colored "here's how" step-by-step and plant photography. So whether you're
hoping for violets in Tallahassee, planting a Simpson's stopper in Orlando, or simply wondering
where (or when) to start, Florida Month-by-Month Gardening helps you take your first steps
toward mastering the Florida gardening landscape. For our full introduction to gardening in
Florida, we also recommend companion books Florida Getting Started Garden Guide and
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Florida Fruit & Vegetable Gardening.

Gardenista
For amateur and professional gardeners, this instructional book provides practical, time-tested
guidance for having total success with lawns, gardens, orchards, and more in one of the most
challenging environments, Florida's Zone 9A. Due to the region's soil conditions, temperature
extremes, salinity, and water supply, it is very difficult to grow anything in this area, yet this
guide features factual information to enable anyone, from the rank amateur gardener to
experienced professionals, to successfully work with herbs, shrubs, trees and palms, and fruits
and vegetables. Also included are sections that detail the differences between wanted and
nuisance wildlife, planting charts by season, and a glossary.

Carolinas Gardener's Handbook
In Field Guide to Urban Gardening, author Kevin Espiritu of Epic Gardening shares the basics
of growing plants, offers tips on how to choose the right urban gardening method, and
troubleshoots the most common problems you’ll encounter. If you think it’s impossible to grow
your own food because you don’t have a large yard or you live in the city…think again. There is
a plethora of urban gardening options to create beautiful, productive edible gardens no matter
where you live. The key to succeeding as an urban gardener is to choose the method(s) that
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make sense for your unique living situation and then give your plants what they need to thrive.
Kevin helps you do just that. But he doesn’t stop there. He also provides in-depth garden
plans, from upcycled DIY projects and intensive hydroponic systems to beautiful and functional
raised beds. Urban gardening is a real, growing, and important movement in today’s world.
This fact-packed book is your roadmap to get growing today. Urban gardening techniques
featured include: Container Gardening Raised Beds Indoor Edibles Balconies and Rooftops
Hydroponics

Handbook of Vegetable Pests
Abundantly illustrated in full color, this guide provides detailed descriptions and methods of
cultivation for 350 of Florida's most attractive and easily grown native plants, including ferns,
wildflowers, shrubs, trees, vines, aquatics, and epiphytes (air plants). 359 color photos.

The Quail Lady's Guide to Raising Coturnix on the Homestead
Plant, grow, and harvest the best edibles for your garden! Florida Fruit & Vegetable Gardening
is an easy-to-use guide to growing edibles in the Sunshine State. Full-color images illustrate
the more than 25 fruits and berries featured, and there are also more than 35
recommendations for the best vegetables to grow in this sometimes challenging climate.
Helpful growing tips, icons, charts, and maps assist gardeners in planting the right edibles for
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their exact Florida location. This is the perfect book for longtime Florida gardeners as well as
newcomers to the state with its enviable twelve-month growing season. This updated edition of
the original Guide to Florida Fruit & Vegetable Gardening (Cool Springs Press, 2010) includes
new specimens and cultivars as well as updated information on the outbreak of citrus greening
disease that has ravaged orange groves throughout the state, with recommendations on safe
practices gardeners should follow. Make your garden healthy and happy with tips from expert
gardener and horticulturalist Robert Bowden.

Florida Gardener's Handbook
Carolina Gardener’s Handbook is filled with need-to-know information from popular Carolina
gardening experts. Each expert includes his or her collective wisdom in this complete guide for
Carolina gardeners. In addition to hundreds of proven plants, this resource has monthly to-do
calendars for more than ten plant categories from annuals to vines. “When to” information
assists gardeners with the proper care and timing for everything from planting to watering.
Advice on gardening with less water addresses the challenges of gardening in the Carolinas.

Florida Getting Started Garden Guide
In this revised and updated 2nd edition of Florida Gardener's Handbook, gardeners in the
Sunshine State are handed all the know-how they'll need to grow a lush, productive garden.
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The environmentally sound growing info for both edible and ornamental plants found here is
your green thumb map to success. With profiles of more than 300 plants proven to thrive in
Florida's unique climate, including shrubs, trees, perennials, annuals, vegetables, fruits,
tropical plants, lawn grasses, and more, you'll be able to select the best plants to create a
beautiful landscape or a high-yielding edible garden. Helpful charts highlight sun and shade
requirements and offer clear and concise plant variety information. Month-by-month care and
cultivation guides are offered for each plant group, guiding your journey--even if you're a firsttime Florida gardener. Authors Tom MacCubbin and Georgia B. Tasker, along with pro
gardeners Robert Bowden and Joe Lamp'l, address the many challenges of Florida gardening,
including a changing climate and saltwater gardening information. The how-to methods for
planting, pruning, watering, fertilizing, and much more are rich with information essential to
Floridians. This comprehensive and extensive guide is the best resource for growing in the
Sunshine State. Whether you live in Nassau County, the Florida Keys, or somewhere in
between, the Florida Gardener's Handbook has you covered. Florida Gardener's Handbook is
part of the Gardener's Handbook series from Cool Springs Press. Other books in the series
include Midwest Gardener's Handbook, Carolinas Gardener's Handbook, Northwest
Gardener's Handbook, and many others.

Gardening and Landscaping in Central Florida
"Master Gardener Barbara Sullivan provides an authoritative guide for gardeners from
Tidewater Virginia to Florida and all along the Gulf Coast from Florida to Texas, an area taking
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in USDA Zones 7b, 8, 9, and 10. Combining helpful gardening advice with an A-to-Z plant
guide that describes more than 1,000 plant varieties and cultivars, Garden Perennials for the
Coastal South will become an essential reference for both experienced and novice gardeners
in this region"--Publisher website (May 2007).

The Art of South Florida Gardening
SUPERANNO Offers real answers to the unique challenges of gardening for people who live
anywhere in Florida south of Tampa and Melbourne for part of the year. Learn about South
Florida's easiest-to-grow palms, trees, and flowers with full-color photos and a complete care
guide and discover how to grow your favorite citrus, maintain a healthy lawn, and make your
Florida landscaping low maintenance and beautiful year-round! Provides ten keys to success
and answers to common mistakes, myths, and truths.

Snowbird Gardening
Many counties in Florida now require that new commercial landscapes contain a percentage of
native plants. Native landscapes are easier to maintain, use less water and thrive without
chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Native Florida Plants describes every type of regional
flora—-from seaside foliage and wildflowers to grassy meadows, shrubs, vines, and aquatic
gardens—-in 301 profiles and accompanying color photographs.
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Florida Fruit & Vegetable Gardening
Garden pests plague everyone who has ever raised vegetables, from backyard gardener to
professional horticulturists, farm managers, and agrobusiness professionals. The economic
impacts of vegetable pests are enormous. To manage and minimize the adverse impacts of
pests, it is important to identify exactly which pests are afflicting crops. The Handbook of
Vegetable Pests is intended to assist anyone in need of an easy-to-use, and yet
comprehensive, survey of all pests likely to be encountered in North America. This Handbook
provides thorough identification guides, descriptions of pest life history, and pest management
recommendations. The text is well illustrated with hundreds of easy-to-use line drawings, is
cross-referenced to the professional and scientific literature, and includes color plates for ease
of insect pest identification. Every gardener, horticulturalist, farm manager, and plant science
professional should have this Handbook as a ready desk reference. Key Features *
Identification guides list the major and minor pests of each crop family and provide
distinguishing characteristics for each pest * Includes pest profiles that describe the
appearance, life history, and management of various pests * Over 600 black and white line
drawings and over 100 color images to further aid in identification * Detailed glossary provided
to help with the definition of some of the less known terms

Green Gardener's Guide
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Grow the best vegetable garden ever with timeless, tried-and-true methods and advice from
The Old Farmer's Almanac! Created for new gardeners, green thumbs, and old hands alike,
The Old Farmer's Almanac Vegetable Gardener's Handbook is loaded with advice and
inspiration to help plants--and growers--thrive. -Step-by-step advice for success with more than
30 vegetables -Space for recording your observations and experiences -Delicious recipes
-Ways to preserve your harvest -And much more!

Year-Round Indoor Salad Gardening
This book has been amazingly popular, and is now in its seventh printing. A comprehensive
garden guide for south Florida, it features detailed information on 100 easy plants and 65 easy
gardens. The author planted 2500 plants and tested them for 10 years to determine which are
the easiest for the tough, south Florida environment. The focus is on beautiful plant material
and gardens that require little water and simple care. Perennials that provide constant color are
also featured. Garden design chapters cover small gardens, shade gardens, sun gardens, and
garden style. With 371 great color photos, the book is designed to simplify and beautify south
Florida gardens.

Stan DeFreitas' Complete Guide to Florida Gardening
With the popularity of Homesteading and self sufficiency in your backyard, many are turning to
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Coturnix Quail as their bird of choice as the alternative of raising chickens. Learn about the
amazing species of quail and follow the Quail Lady's Guide to Raising them in your very own
backyard. With over a decade of experience, Alexandra Douglas offers tips and tricks,
including her 10 secrets, on successfully raising Coturnix at ease.

Florida Gardening
"Jim Stephens knows his vegetables. Follow his advice and you will have a successful, fruitful,
pest-free garden--whether it is in a pot on your deck or a quarter-acre out back."--Marina
Blomberg, garden editor, Gainesville Sun With full-color photographs and detailed expert
advice, this affordable paperback describes how to grow abundant vegetables and edible
herbs in gardens anywhere in Florida. Whether you're planting spring peas and sweet corn or
crisp cucumbers and the dill you need to can them, Jim Stephens offers clear explanations of
useful gardening terms and practices and joins popular growing concepts with the expertise of
the University of Florida Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences. Combining his personal
background with decades of experience as Florida Cooperative Extension Service vegetable
specialist, Stephens explains · types of gardens (including hydroponic and organic), · site
selection, · vegetable variety selection, · garden establishment and care, · soil fertilization and
management, · climatic implications, · cultivation practices, and · harvesting and storing. He
also addresses the challenge of pests and diseases and includes a detailed and illustrated
description of all the major and minor crops usually grown in Florida. And he doesn't overlook
the basic, practical advice: thin the turnips, Stephens says; keep your tools sharp and clean;
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don't use lawn fertilizer on those vegetables. His guide will be indispensable to county agents,
school teachers, garden writers, and anyone who enjoys a juicy, homegrown tomato. James
M. Stephens is professor of horticultural sciences at the University of Florida and State
Extension vegetable specialist in charge of educational programs for home gardeners. He was
a founder of Florida's Master Gardener program, the Florida Urban Gardening program, and
the Organic Gardening Research and Education Center at the University of Florida. He is the
author of more than 300 publications and articles and more than 200 radio and television talks
on gardening

Florida Gardener's Guide
Florida Month-by-Month Gardening
The Low-Tech, No-Grow-Lights Approach to Abundant Harvest Year-Round Indoor Salad
Gardening offers good news: with nothing more than a cupboard and a windowsill, you can
grow all the fresh salad greens you need for the winter months (or throughout the entire year)
with no lights, no pumps, and no greenhouse. Longtime gardener Peter Burke was tired of the
growing season ending with the first frost, but due to his busy work schedule and family life,
didn’t have the time or interest in high-input grow lights or greenhouses. Most techniques for
growing what are commonly referred to as “microgreens” left him feeling overwhelmed and
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uninterested. There had to be a simpler way to grow greens for his family indoors. After some
research and diligent experimenting, Burke discovered he was right—there was a way! And it
was even easier than he ever could have hoped, and the greens more nutrient packed. He
didn’t even need a south-facing window, and he already had most of the needed supplies just
sitting in his pantry. The result: healthy, homegrown salad greens at a fraction of the cost of
buying them at the market. The secret: start them in the dark. Growing “Soil Sprouts”—Burke’s
own descriptive term for sprouted seeds grown in soil as opposed to in jars—employs a method
that encourages a long stem without expansive roots, and provides delicious salad greens in
just seven to ten days, way earlier than any other method, with much less work. Indeed, of all
the ways to grow immature greens, this is the easiest and most productive technique. Forget
about grow lights and heat lamps! This book is a revolutionary and inviting guide for both firsttime and experienced gardeners in rural or urban environments. All you need is a windowsill or
two. In fact, Burke has grown up to six pounds of greens per day using just the windowsills in
his kitchen! Year-Round Indoor Salad Gardening offers detailed step-by-step instructions to
mastering this method (hint: it’s impossible not to succeed, it’s so easy!), tools and
accessories to have on hand, seeds and greens varieties, soil and compost, trays and
planters, shelving, harvest and storage, recipes, scaling up to serve local markets, and much
more.

Herbs and Spices for Florida Gardens
Whether you’re a seasoned gardener determined to increase crop yields or starting your very
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first vegetable garden, the Week-by-Week Vegetable Gardener’s Handbook will help you
manage your schedule and prioritize what’s important. Detailed weekly to-do lists break
gardening down into simple and manageable tasks so that you always know what needs to be
done and when to do it, from starting seeds and planting strawberries to checking for tomato
hornworms and harvesting carrots. Enjoy a bountiful harvest with this organized and stressfree approach to gardening.

Complete Guide to Florida Gardening
Gardening experts Georgia Tasker and Tom MacCubbin present advice on choosing plants for
the diverse landscape of Florida. More than 160 entries provide information on planting,
growing, and caring for a myriad of plants.

Guide to Florida Fruit & Vegetable Gardening
You’re excited to plant your first vegetable garden—but where to start? In The First-Time
Gardener: Growing Vegetables, you'll find the answers you're looking for. Homesteader
Jessica Sowards, the warm and energetic host of YouTube’s Roots and Refuge Farm, is the
perfect teacher for new gardeners, offering not just know-how but inspiration and timemanagement tips for success. Before you sink your hands into the soil, she’ll answer all those
questions rolling around inside your head: Where do I put my new garden? How do I prepare
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the soil? What vegetables should I plant? Is it better to start new plants from seed or should I
buy transplants? What about watering, feeding, and taking care of my garden? What do I do if
bugs show up? There are no stupid questions here. Everyone has to start somewhere, after
all. Not only will you learn how to prepare, plant, and tend your first vegetable garden, you’ll
also learn: How to design an eco-friendly layout How to grow with the seasons How to
maximize your harvest, even if you only grow in a small space Jessica wants your first foodgrowing experience to be a positive one, and she’s prepared to go the distance to make sure
tending the earth becomes your new favorite hobby. A single growing season is all it takes to
fall in love with growing your own healthy, organic, nutrient-dense food. With Jessica as your
guide, you’ll soon discover all the satisfactions, challenges, and great joys of growing your own
food garden. This book is part of The First-Time Gardener's Guides series from Cool Springs
Press, which also includes The First-Time Gardener: Growing Plants and Flowers. Each book
in The First-Time Gardener's Guides series is aimed at beginner gardeners and offers clear,
fact-based information that's presented in a friendly and accessible way, including step-by-step
instructions and full-color illustrations throughout.

Guide to Successful Gardening in Florida's Zone 9A
How to produce fresh, delicious, healthy good from your home garden year-round.

Rocky Mountain Month-by-Month Gardening
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"Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming"--Cover.

The Old Farmer's Almanac Vegetable Gardener's Handbook
The first Green book from Cool Springs Press, written by popular television personality, Joe
Lampl, known as Joe Gardener. With a platform that encourages earth-friendly gardening, Joe
will offer tips that will save water, conserve resources, promote healthy and safe plant growth,
and eliminate damage to the earth.

Vegetable Gardening in Florida
Complete Guide to Florida Gardening contains updated information on the use of chemicals
and other fertilizers, new plant descriptions, and additional Mr. Green Thumb rules for
horticulture in the Sunshine State.

Native Plants for Florida Gardens
Florida is home to an entire library of native plants that evolved to thrive in its range of climate
regions. Native Plants for Florida Gardens profiles 100 Florida native wildflowers, shrubs, vines
and trees that can transform typical Florida landscapes. Striking color photography showcases
species and flowering characteristics. With the expertise of the Florida Wildlife Foundation,
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anyone can create lovely, low-maintenance gardens that will tolerate Florida’s roughest
conditions, resist disease, and support biodiversity.

Florida's Edible Wild Plants
Raised bed gardening is the fastest-growing garden strategy today, and Raised Bed
Revolution is the definitive guidebook to mastering this consistently proven and effective
gardening method. Raised Bed Revolution provides you with information on size requirements
for constructing raised beds, height suggestions, types of materials you can use, and creative
tips for fitting the maximum garden capacity into small spaces—including vertical gardening.
Enhanced with gorgeous photography, this book covers subjects such as growing-medium
options, rooftop gardening, cost-effective gardening solutions, planting tips, watering strategies
(automatic water drip systems and hand watering), and more. The process of creating and
building raised beds is a cinch, too, thanks to the extensive gallery of design ideas and step-bystep projects. This gardening strategy is taking serious root. Why? Several reasons: Raised
beds allow gardeners to practice space efficiency as well as accessibility (the beds can be
customized to be any height). Raised beds permit gardeners to use their own soil, and they
can be designed with wheels for easy portability if partial sunlight is a problem. Water
conservation is easier for gardeners who use raised beds. Pest control is assisted because
most garden pests can't make the leap up into the raised bed. For yards that struggle with
drainage, raised bed gardening offers a no-brainer solution. Raised beds simply create a more
interesting yard! Find out more about why everyone is joining the raised bed revolution, roll up
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your sleeves and join in!

Florida Gardener's Handbook
Named a Best Gift Book for Gardeners by The New York Times Book Review, Los Angeles
Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Times, Domino magazine, and Goop. The team
behind the inspirational design sites Gardenista.com and Remodelista.com presents an all-inone manual for making your outdoor space as welcoming as your living room. Tour personalityfilled gardens around the world and re-create the looks with no-fail planting palettes. Find
hundreds of design tips and easy DIYs, editors’ picks of 100 classic (and stylish) objects, a
landscaping primer with tips from pros, over 200 resources, and so much more.

The First-time Gardener: Growing Vegetables
Native Florida Plants
This national award winning book was developed especially for Master Gardener volunteers
and home gardeners and is a primary source for research-based information on gardening and
landscaping successfully in North Carolina and the Southeast. A fundamental reference for any
seasoned gardener, the North Carolina Extension Gardener Handbook is also written to appeal
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to beginners just getting their hands dirty. It explains the "why and how" basics of gardening
from soils and composting to vegetable gardening and wildlife management. Advice on garden
design, preparation, and maintenance covers all types of plantings including lawns,
ornamentals, fruits, trees, and containers. This handbook provides color images, detailed
graphics, diagnostic tables, case studies, frequently asked questions, and specific
management strategies for insects, diseases, weeds, and other pests. Written by a team of the
state's leading horticulture experts, it contains a wealth of information to support you in creating
and managing thriving gardens, lawns, and landscapes. The North Carolina Extension
Gardener Handbook is an essential book for serious gardeners in North Carolina and the
Southeast. Want to learn more? * Visit go.ncsu.edu/eg-handbook to view information contained
in this book in an open access format. * Access free gardening resources from NC State
Extension by visiting gardening.ces.ncsu.edu. * Find the Extension center in your county to
speak with local experts by visiting www.ces.ncsu.edu/directory. * Become a Master Gardener
volunteer and join an outstanding group of life-long learners working together to change the
world. Learn how at ncemgv.org.

Field Guide to Urban Gardening
Everything you need to know to keep your lawn looking its best! Written in practical language
by turfgrass experts, this new edition is completely up-to-date with the most recent lawn
management information. Color plates identify various grass types, weeds, diseases, and
insects—including those that are good for your lawn. Chapters cover selection, adaptability,
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establishment, and maintenance for each type of lawn; soil analysis and fertilization; yearly
calendars for lawn care and culture; mowing, watering, and calibrating sprinkler systems and
fertilizer spreaders; overseeding for winter color; preparing a lawn for drought and low
temperatures; weed and thatch control; safe pesticide application and use; integrated pest
management strategies; and complete, illustrated diagnostic information for weeds, diseases,
insect problems, nematodes, and other pests.

Garden Perennials for the Coastal South
This is a cookbook that focuses on gathering, preparing and cooking plants native to Florida.

Week-by-Week Vegetable Gardener's Handbook
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